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Abstract
Password policies can incorporate a blacklist check to ensure that created passwords do not contain predictable patterns, dictionary words, or previously leaked passwords. In
addition, some organizations also incorporate organizationor site-specific terms into their blacklist (e.g. Carnegie Mellon (CMU) might choose to prevent passwords containing
the word "tartan"). Currently, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) recommends that passwords
containing "context-specific words, such as the name of
the service, the username, and derivatives thereof" be
blacklisted [5]. In this paper, we investigated what kind of
domain-specific information users include in passwords
they create when they are prompted with a new website.
Our study collected data from 680 Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk) participants who were randomly presented with
one of three imitation websites and asked to create a password. We analyzed the passwords created in our study and
found that almost 10% of the passwords contained domainspecific information. This information included text found
on the websites, visual features of the website, topics related to the content of the website, and words specific to the
recruiting platform we used for the experiment.
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Introduction
The approach of the end of passwords has been declared
by experts in the security community for decades now [12].
Contrary to these predictions, passwords remain the authentication method that achieves the best balance of deployability, usability, and security [1] and will continue to be
used for the foreseeable future. Previous research on password creation has found that an effective blacklist reduces
the risk of a user having their password guessed [6, 16].
Blacklists contain words that users are not allowed to include in their passwords. It is important to identify how website administrators can improve their password policies to
better protect their users. We’re interested in investigating
what types of domain-specific information users might include in passwords. Studying this domain-specific information could lead to more robust blacklists and consequently
stronger passwords for users.
We hypothesized that users would attempt to create passwords based on a website’s domain name, words associated with the website, images found on the website, and
other identifiable information found on the website, including
transformations (or "mangling") of domain-specific information.

Related Work
Wei et al [15] studied the "service-specific" information
found in the top 1000 leaked passwords from five web services. They found "that passwords from each service reflect
the category of the service, often by including the name or
semantic theme of the service" [15]. Our study aimed to
demonstrate the similar results to Wei et al. using passwords created in a user study and instead of leaked passwords from a field study. We also examined all of the passwords collected in the study instead of the most common
ones.

Password studies have shown that users include the website domain name or service name in the passwords, either directly as words or phrases, or through some predictable transformations and mangling [9, 10, 15]. In addition, users may use words or content associated with the
website or users’ purpose of visiting the website [7, 11].
For instance, passwords like "+Money369" for a bank account use words/phrases closely related to the general
type of website/service. This can be highly predictable and
make the passwords for this particular service more guessable [13]. Therefore, we suggest that a domain-specific
blacklist, if well targeted, could increase the overall strength
and security of passwords on a certain domain. However
usability and security must be balanced; if a blacklist is too
large its use becomes impractical [4].

Methodology
The data in this study was collected using Qualtrics, an online survey tool. Recruitment occurred on MTurk and was
restricted to individuals who live in the United States of
America and are 18 years of age or older. We paid participants $0.55 for completing Part 1 and $0.70 bonus for
completing Part 2. Out of our 680 participants in Part 1,
75.0% of them were able to complete Part 2 of the survey.
49% of users identified as women, 49% as men, and 1% as
trans/non-binary. 75.4% of participants said that they are
not "majoring in or...have a degree or job in computer science, computer engineering, information technology, or a
related field."
Part 1
After examining the Alexa Top 50 websites, we determined
that social networking websites would be good candidates
for imitation due to their popularity; we chose to imitate Twitter (Panddar), Tinder (Torch), and WhatsApp(HowYoDoin).
Users were presented with one of three imitation websites

in which they were asked to create a password (following
a comprehensive8 password policy) that was not one of
their own real-world passwords and asked to remember this
password using the method they would normally use. Participants then took a survey (about their password creation
process and demographics) and were asked to return in 48
hours for Part 2.
Part 2
After a 48-hour waiting period, users were sent a recall survey with the same website they had seen in the initial survey and asked to recall their password. After completing a
series of questions about how they recalled their password,
participants were compensated for completing the recall.
Analysis
We had two qualitative coders manually inspected each
password and determine if it contained domain-specific information. Their inter-coder reliability metric was satisfactory (Cohen’s Kappa = 0.71).
Our primary security metric was guessability. We calculated the guessability of each password using CMU’s Password Guessability Service (PGS) [14].1 This service generates a guess number for passwords using up to five different password guessing methods. To analyze the strength
of the passwords collected in this study, we used a Cox
Proportional-Hazards regression [2].
Our usability metric was the number of attempts it took
users to enter their password correctly in the Part 2. We
used Pearson’s Chi-squared test to determine if the number
of recall attempts (0-3) was different for passwords flagged
as containing domain-specific information and non-flagged
passwords (α = 0.05). In analyzing the recall attempts, we
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Figure 1: Number of Domain-Specific Passwords in Different
Groups

only included users who said they entered their password
from memory and said they did not reuse their study password for another account.

Results
Frequency of domain-specific passwords
We collected 228 passwords for HowYoDoin, 234 for Torch,
and 218 for Panddar. 9.4% of the passwords created contained domain-specific information. We divide these domaincontextual passwords into four groups according to the information contained: associated words (Panddar1$, TOrched1!),
related topics (LoveBugs56$, Sexy!1337), pictures or logos (Fire-2019, 9Hands%%), and the recruitment platform
(mTurkpassw0rd!, Mturk01!). The distribution of the passwords containing domain-specific information into these
categories is shown in Figure 1. Torch was the website for
which users created the highest percentage (14.5%) of domain specific passwords, followed by Panddar (7.3%) and
HowYoDoin (6.1%).

Figure 2: Guessability of
passwords flagged as containing
domain-specific information and
non-flagged passwords.

Guessability of domain-specific passwords
As evident from Table 1, none of the factors identified had
any statistically significant impact on password guessability.
Neither if a password contained domain-specific information nor which website was presented to users affected the
guessability of the passwords created significantly. Figure
2 shows that the percent of passwords guessed does not
differ much between the two sets of passwords.
Usability of domain-specific passwords
We found no statistically significant difference in the number
of recall attempts needed by a user who made a flagged
password vs users who made non-flagged passwords χ2 (df =

3, N = 160) = 0.82548, p = 0.84.
Factor
flagged
website

Coef.
-0.09490
-0.10348

Exp(coef)
0.90946
0.90169

SE
0.18995
0.06922

p-value
0.617
0.135

Table 1: Final Cox Regression output for all passwords

Discussion
The password analysis shows that our hypotheses about
the type of domain-specific information we’d find was confirmed. The Torch website had the highest percentage of
domain specific passwords (14.5%). This could be because
users found the topic of this website (dating) to be more
compelling than the other websites’ topics (messaging and
social media).
We observed no significant difference in the security or usability of passwords containing domain-specific information.
Since PGS was not trained to include domain-specific information in their password guesses (as an attacker would),
the password guess numbers are higher than they actually
should be.

Of the domain-specific passwords, 33% contained information about the recruitment platform. This may indicate that
the content of passwords collected from crowd-sourcing
platforms such as MTurk may not be representative of reallife passwords (although they are similar in strength [3, 8]).

Limitations
The passwords in this study were created in a simulated
environment in which users were presented with a photograph of a fake website and asked to create a password.
The differences between this method and real-life passwords creation include: 1) A photograph of a website instead of interaction with the actual website, 2) the website
was a fake one and 3) there was no risk of users losing personal information if their passwords were compromised. For
these reasons, we cannot be sure that users created passwords as they would in a real-life scenario. Although prior
work [3, 8] has shown that passwords created in this environment are useful for studying real passwords, we have
not found any literature discussing whether the authenticity of a website or how that website is presented to a user
impacts password creation.

Conclusion and Future Work
We analyzed 680 passwords created by MTurk participants
for imitation websites during a two part password creation
study. We identified domain-specific information in the created passwords (e.g. website name, design elements) and
analyzed the strength of these passwords as well as their
usability. We found that 10% of passwords used some form
of domain-specific information. A password blacklist targeting these domain-specific words/phrases could be useful
to some extent, and future work should attempt to have a
much larger sample size to determine if there is statistical
significance in changes to password security.
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